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As part of the Phase 2 Integrated Wet Weather Improvement Plan (IWWIP), the City of 
Lakewood and its consultants have identified the need for approximately 1.5 MG of storage in 
the vicinity of CSO 059.  Due to limited land available, when Cove Church became available the 
City purchased it seeing its potential dual purpose of a storage location and space for a 
community center. 
 

The planning for the storage at CSO 059 is still conceptual.  CT Consultants has 
completed a cursory feasibility study from what is currently known about the conditions in this 
area and determined 1.5 MG underground storage tank could fit on the southern portion of the 
site with the current church remaining, although the house next door would be needed.  Parking 
could be added to the top of the storage unit as shown in the example case study from Elkhart, 
IN.  The placement of the storage in the feasibility study was for the south side of the current 
Cove Church, although during detailed design there is potential for the storage being moved to 
optimize the costs, operation and construction. 
 

Construction of CSO 059 storage is planned for the second “bundle” of projects as part of 
the IWWIP.  This bundle is expected to be constructed between 2029 and 2033, but the schedule 
is dependent on ongoing negotiations with the Ohio and US EPA. 
 
Highlights of the schedule from the submitted IWWIP are provided below: 

• 2019-2023: Evaluate land use requirements for CSO 059 control measure and related 
land use opportunities and existing facility investment. 

• 2024-2028: Complete design work for Bundle 2: CSO 059 and related interceptor 
overflow storage facilities. 

• 2029-2033: Construct LEWS 1035 (CSO 059): Underground Tank Storage (storage to 
manage also LEWS 1040 and LEWS 1195 TBD). Controlled to 4 untreated CSOs per 
typical year. 

 
Estimated cost of the project is over $12 million. 


